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additional clothiers into active enterprise, was to the population of the States that produce i the home market, our planters will have a every branch of domestic industry that may
be bepefitted by its influence.
to cause a decline in prices ruinous to many them. If instead of spending their time in surplus for exportation.
of those before engaged in the occupation. unavailing complaints, they had not confor
Our warehouses, workshops and stores, ! Thus, fellow-citizens, "w’e have submitted
IS PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
Under the influence of the improvement in med to circumstances, and turned their at abound with excellent and elegant wares of I to your consideration our views of the con
J OSES E.TiEMICH & SON.
struction of the constitution upon the great
Office on the Main->Street,-opposite ihe Meeting- House. the price of wool, woollen manufacturers tention to manufactures, their grievances American fabrication, almost excluding those 1
have rallied again ; but, at least as respects would have been infinitely greater than any | from abroad. Silver and plated ware, the I question of protection. If it be the true one,
TERMS OF THE GAZETTE AND PALLADIUM.
them, the charge of monopolizing prices is a of which the southern States have ever com i richest glass ware, porcelain, household fur- you will sanction and sustain it: if it be oth
Two dollars per annum, if paid within the .year.—
cruel mockery. The advantages of the tariff tplained.
_______ Nothing could
.... relieve
..... ..................
..s ! nitwre and pleasure carriages, every article of, erwise, let it be rejected ; for the constitution
the farming
interest will be charged on al! subscriptions which
in its operation upon wool, have thus far been interests of the middle States but their owni ■ woollen and cotton clothing, copper, brass and ! is the supreme law.
remain unpaid at the expiration of the year.—No confined almost exclusively to the farming manufactures and the manufa: tures oftbe tin wares, hardwares, arms of all sorts, saddle- j
We have also submitted our view of the
F ¡per discontinued, except at the option of the pub- interest. The manufacturers have yet all. eastern States. They alone supply that mar ! ry, and every thing else made of leather, ! true policy of this country. We have stated
hers, until all arrearages are paid.
their way to win, and the effect of that com- j ket which Europe denies. In addituMi to the ' drugs, paints and oils, tools, utensils and im- ; and urged those principles, on which the sys
The publishers do not hold themselves responsible for j petition, which is the result of protection, incalculable consumption of bread stuffs by i plements of all sorts ; every kind of machine- tem of ,protection rests,. which we believe to
¡y error in any advertisement beyond the amount 1 cannot be known until it has had longer time the manufacturers of the grain growing States, ! ry, from the smallest instrument of cutlery, 1 be supported by the maxjms of a sound phithat! 'losopy, the experience of mankind and our
arged for its insertion.
for operation.
what is equivalent to a million of barrels of to a steam engine ; nearly every thing T
---- \ It remains w'ith yon to determine
The finest cotton and woollen manufac their breadstuff’s is imported every year into can be made of wood, iron, wool, cotton, 1; own.
ADDRESS
tures are not much made in the United the eastern States ; a relief, without which, glass, furs, the precious metals ; whatever! whether tbat system of protecting your own
comfort, and most oftbe
ofthe luxuries;
luxuries /i industry, under which you have long
song adStates, but we may assert without fear of con the susceptibility of these States would have j ministers to comfort,and
OF THE FRIENDS OF DOMESTIC INDUSTRY,
Assembled in Convention at New York, Oct 26, 1831, tradiction, that nine tenths of the American been tried to a degree of endurance far be ail the substantial and ornamental means of vanced, and are now prospering, shall be.conwho do not affect foreign luxuries and yond that exacted from their bretforen of the habitation, subsistence, transportation by land ; tinned or abandoned ; whether you will hold
the Peapie the U. States. j people
I...:
....1 defence, are to be i| fast to thaUwhich
t'i O which your
vnnr <■
vnr.rio tifpllUS
and
experience
has DTOVed
proved
¡ion, that; and water, clothing
fashions, may be clothed with woollen, cot- south'. It cannot escape =4.»b; f CONCLUDED.]
j ton. fur, and leather fabrics of their own while their sufferings are annofo.<A i m most seen in every -.-.re-r ofevenr town, in every to be go-Lor yield yourselves victims of rash
Let us next consider the article of Iron ; ■ country, better and cheaper than either could eloquent language, and in unintermitting re- i stage of process and transition, from the raw and o iiried thei^y. That nearly five bun
and we will introduce the notice of it with a , have been obtained abroad if the tariff had monstrance, yet there has been so little spe- | materials, which are abundant and excellent, j dred of your fellow citizens should convene,
quotation from that masterly report of the first ! never been enacted. The greatest' mistakes cification of the supposed causes, that it is de-i! to the removal ofthe finished article to distant; from sections of the country more than five
Secretary of the Treasury, which, forty years 1 prevail in this respect ; it is continually said, nied by many, among themselves, that they places of purchase. The principal commerce ; hundred miles apart, to consult on these enago, recommended prohibitory duties in favor that hats, coats, boots and other articles of suffer at all. There is even good reason to among the several States of the Union is em- grossing.subjects, is in itself an argument of
of the manufacturers of this article : “ for” dress are dearer here than elsewhere. Such believe, that within the last five years, the in ployed in the transportation of domestic man- j the deep solicitude felt by the country at
says that report, “ they are entitled to pre is not the case with all those who are inde terest on planting capital has been more pro ufactures, and managed by domestic exchan -1 large in their discussion. To have separated
eminent rank. None are more essential in pendent of foreign fashions. Those who en ductive to the owner, than the interest on the ges, which have increased above all computa- I without vindicating them, would have been a
their kinds, none so extensive in their uses. joy superior wealth and study superior ele same amount of capital employed in manu tion within the last few years. They insure ! desertion of the trust committed to us.
domestic tranquillity, provide fdrthe common ¡Their importance required that fulness of
They constitute, in whole or in part, the im- gance, are'at liberty to gratify their caprice at factures.
plementsor
the
j that additional expense,
which such a gratifiThe States of New-York, Pennsylvania and defence, and promote the general welfare, by : consideration which an enlightened and rel
’
’ materials, or both,
’ . ofalmostev~
.
ery useful occupation. Their instrumentality is : cation costs in all countries—in none more Ohio have invested a capital of enormous i| lionds stronger than any political ties ; infin- i fleeting people have a right to demand. It
' stronger
' than armies
‘
’
Protec- i has been our study to adhere to the utmost
every where conspicuous. "Itis fortunate -for than
•in —
or navies,
Great Britain, where the opulent and amount, which may be reckoned as at least i itely
to exthe U. States that they have peculiar advanta-1 noble are in the habit of paying moreextrav- fifty millions, within the last ten years, in j tion to these resourcesis, as it were, the Prov-II accuracy in our statement of facts, and toexges, for deriving the full benefit of this most j agantly for French, Asiatic and other luxuries, what are Called internal improvements, canals, idence of our political being, ever guarding J ercise the most perfect candor in our argu....... .... adding
.... ..... s to
„ the
_________
[ merits.. We therefore invite the strictest scruvaluable material, and they have every mo-j than some of our opulent citizens choose to railways, and other facilities of transportation, ¡the industrious citizen, while
nureiy upon
wraun. Without
that
Province/tiny
upon aomesne
domestic || nauuu
nation’ss wealth.
1
’
"
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'to~ what we thus submit ; whilst we are
tive to improve it with systematic care. It is pay, in like manner, for luxuries imported The capital depends entirely
be a dead
loss ..
I- not a laborer nor an artizan, whatever his ' sensible that, with the advantage of more
industry for its fruits, It would
___ Y L___
h..YY.„
to be found in various parts of the United from abroad.
’ ’have ex- 1¡calling,, but would be straitened and brought ¡time than the session of the convention has
States in great abundance, and of almost ev- j Whilst we assert that it has been the effect to the four millions of people who
ery quality ; and fuel, the chief inStrUment ! Of the proteCtiVe SyStem tO benefit the COnSU in pended it, and might as well be abandoned to ruin, Distress would be intense and uni- ’ afforded, it might have been presented in a
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’’’be unfreighted,
'■ ’ ’ 1. |; the gravity of the subject
the momentous
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— which
is a treatise on .polit' than they had them before, we are willing to domestic industry for its returns. Foreign work in vain ; the ship would
ty.” rThis
”- ‘ report
.
.........................
. .................................................
ical economy, at least equal to any thing that i admit that prices have had a correspondent commerce can yield it little or no service ; and universal stagnation would succeed to ! aspect of our national concerns, we trust that
fiom tthat
lat
has appeared since its publication, states that j fall in the same articles abroad ; but this fall and to destroy those guards which secure to the present healthful activity of our land. Is ': our language has never departed from
the average price of iron before the revolution, j of price abroad has been the result of the it the home market, would be to render it al- | there an American who w ould raise his ruth-1 tone of conciliation which becomes citizens
Lire same cvumiy,
of the
country, differing from
fiom their
then
was about sixty-four dollars per ton, and that competition of American labor. It is impos together a useless - expenditure. Foreign i less hand against the system which prevents j Ol
great questions
hrpthrpn upon
m»nn irrcat
nuestions of national
at the time of that report it was about eighty ! sible to advert to the fact that the United commerce would in this way lose also one of ■ such a calamity ? Who would re-colonize his brethren
| country, from an unnatural disgust for its policy.
dollars. Soon after it appears to have risen i States export to foreign markets six times the its most productive resources.
But let us bear constantly in mind that the
In our review of the operation of the tariff own productions, and morbid preference for
to ninety-five dollars, and in 1814 was as high quantity of domestic manufactures that they
as one hundred and fifty dollars. After the exported in 1820, and at present furnish in upon the various interests oftbe several States ! those of Europe ? who would bow before the union, the happiness, the peace and power oi
ineffectual Tariff of 1817, which ruined num comparably the largest share of the home de it must never be lost sight of^ that the one wopl-sack of England, but spurn the golden our beloved country depend on its domestic
industry, without which these United States
bers, induced by its vain protection to make mand, without perceiving the tendency of fifth oftbe cotton crop which is consumed at; fleece of his own soil ?
investments in the manufacture of iron, it such a competition to reduce the price of the home, for which we may estimate the sum paid | Aversion to manufactureshas engendered, would cease to be an independent nation.
Let those who acknowledge this great bond
rose from ninety to one hundred and five same articles amongst all those nations who at six millions of dollars, is, in the course of a * of late, bitter local prejudices in parts of those
very short time, worked up by manufacture | states in which they do not flourish. Not of union never forget that w united we stand
dollars per ton. Under the influence of the aim at supplying us.
that sugar, and iron,
But we hold it to be a common error to to at least thirty millions of dollars, which is long ago their promotion was in universal fa- and divided we fall
acts of 1824 and 1828, it has declined to its
present prices of from seventy-five to eighty- consider the comparative cheapness of the the worth of the raw material wrought into vor. When the venerable survivor of the hemp and lead, wool and cotton, and the
five dollars per ton, and there is every reason foreign and domestic commodity a test of the the various articles produced by manipiila- , framers of the constitution took the oath of other productions of our diversified soil, elab
own
indefatigable industry, and
.........
, ,o
for the confident belief entertained, that ifour value of the system. Even if it were true that tion ; thus one fifth of the crop of cotton 1 fidelity to it, on commencing his illustrious orated by our market be protected against the formidable the domestic product were not reduced in manufactured becomes as valuable as the I presidency, the whole nation thought that he | protected by our own free goveinmen , ai e,
and incessant endeavors of the British manu price, and were to be procured only at a whole cotton crop, in the short space of six proved his patriotism by being clothed in a j in effect, the government that hold us oge facturers to control it, the price of iron will, ! higher cost than the foreign, still the benefit months after its purchase ; and in the mean j suit of American broadcloth. To doubt the J er, and make us one people ; that tbe borne
before long, decline at from fifty to sixty dol ! of the system would be found in the fact that time diffuses competency and comfort I constitutionality of protecting manufactures i market is the palladium of borne itseit in aii
Such is the irrefutable proof off it enables the domestic consumer to afford amongstlarge numbers of thelabormg classes was not then conceived. .Even to question I its most endearing and
lars per ton. U
the policy of promoting them was limited to and social relations ; without which we have
Cut nails,
the higher rprice
the -------manufacture,
and of the community.
all recent experience. L..,.
......v,, which
.......in.. ! ...„
..— for —
-------- ,----The policy of the protecting system is hap-1 very few. The statesmen and the patriots of no common country, but should be reduced
1816 sold for twelve cents per lb. are now sold thereby to furnish himself on better terms
for less than half that sum, under the perma- | than he could have done when obliged to de- pily and amply illustrated in the growth and j the South were among the foremost to vindi- to the condition of dismembered and defence
less provinces. Let it therefore be the in
nent security of five cents per lb. which has pend upon the foreign imported commodity prosperity of the United States. The union i cate both,
given our manufacturers their own market. I that in other words,
increase of price, if it teems with proofs of its wisdom. All that! The general pacification of 1815 exposed stinct of all who acknowledge its cause as
their own, to stand together, like the fathers
“ The U. States, (says Hamilton’s report before ; has taken place, cannot be called a tax upon Hamilton’s masterly report predicted of its our market to the overwhelming force of
mentioned) already in great measure supply j the consumer, if the same system which has benefits, has been unfolded and is progres- ■ English capital and skill, with more fearful of the revolution ; with no local jealousy, no
themselves with nails. About one million j increased the price has also increased his Isive beyond the most sanguine anticipations/ odds than we had to contend against in the impolitic, preference of one part oi our sys
tem to another, but maintaining a united and
eight hundred thousand pounds of nails and | means of paying it. That this increased All the objections refuted in his argument hostilities then closed with Great Britain,
spikes were imported into the United States, ' ability to pay has occurred to a most benefi- have disappeared in experience. The antag- j The inflexibility of her restrictive system, and inflexible adherence to the whole.
Spontaneous conventions like the present
in the course of the year ending the 4th of; cial extent, is evident in the invigorated con- onists of the system not long since declared I the exuberant resources of our own country originated our glorious revolution and our ad
September, 1790.—A duty of two cents per I dition of our agriculture in the last three or that it would infallibly diminish, if not de- ! for manufactures, alone enabled us to with- mirable constitution. May the Almighty
lb. would, it is presumable, speedily put an I four years, during which period the value of stroy the revenue, and compel a resort to , stand the great influx of her fabrics, and conPower that presided over their deliberations,
end to so considerable an importation. And the labor of the farmer, and with it the value loans and taxes for the support of govern- strained us to protect our market by that sys- j and that lias never yet failed to guard these
it is in every view proper that an end should > of his land, it is well known, has risen some ment ; their present complaint is that the tem which has led to our present prosperity.!| United States, shed the gracious influence of
be put to it.”
1 twenty or thirty per cent. This augmenta- revenue is excessive. , Redundant importa- Is it the cotton growing states who would |
his protection upon our labors !
Bar iron which sold at Pittsburg in 1829, at ■ tion in the value of agricultural labor and tions, some years ago, imposed the necessity subvert this prosperity and lay us once more
WILLIAM WILKINS, ?pRESlDENT<
$122 sells there now at $95. Castings which > capital can be ascribed to no other cause than of a loan ; the manufacturing establishments ! prostrate before the power of our rival?
of Pennsylvania,
\
were $63 are now $50 per ton. Such are ; to the increase of the manufacturing classes, now spreading throughout the United States, I Those states who, for the article of cotton,
,
)
the practical results, proving the operation of and to the rapid growth of ouHiome market sustain their agriculture, have revived their | enjoyed a duty which did not merely pro James tallmadge
of New- York,
V. Presidents.
the tariffs on the market for iron. The duty, under the protective system. During this pe commerce, have vastly increased their coast- I mote, but absolutely created its culture ? a tax GEORGE BLAKE, of Mass. )
ing
trade
and
domestic
exchanges,
and
have
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all
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other
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which
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been
no
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to
create
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de

by the law ofl816, was so inadequate as to
HEZEKIAH NILES, of Md., J
cause nothing but ruin to those concerned, mand abroad for our grain, but on the con mainly contributed to an abundance of the ! sented as a grievance by the report of the RB T. TILLOTSON, of N. Y., I q_CRET.RIE3
and enhancement of price to the consumer. trary, all the producing nations have been precious metals ; they are the stablest pledges I Secretary of the Treasury, in the very infancy JOSH. W. PIERCE, ofN. H., Secretaries.
The act of 1818 was some amelioration ; the exerting their industry to the utmost, and of independence and permanent peace and of our government ? a tax which diverted la CHA’S. PAINE, oj Vermont, J
acts of 1824 and 1828, which increased the maintaining a rivalry against our own citi the most accessible objects of taxation and I bor and capital into new channels for the exTJie above Address is signed by all the members of
duty, decreased the priye. Hammered bar zens which would have visited them with productive resources in case of need. It was I elusive benefit of those states, at the expense the (Convention.
said
that
high
duties
would
demoralize
the
|
of
all
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rest
?
a
tax
which
had
not
the
re

iron, under a duty of $2240 a ton, is at a low the most disastrous consequences if they had
JACKSONVILLE, OCTOBER 14.
er price than wheii under a duty of nine dol not found a steady and valuable market at commercialcharacter of the United Slates,; motest connexion with the revenues of the
iaiSttlU
u,auunu
r.v,v„..
__ ___________
lars
a ton,
and improved
in quality
from five home. The fact too, that agricultural prod- and the evils of smuggling are still insisted on i country, but was imposed merely for protecFATE OF SMITH.
and
depicted
in
the
most
prominent
colors,
tion
?
Is
it,
above
all
others,
the
state
of
to ten per cent, by the greater care and skill nets have risen, whilst manufactured goods
The following melancholy account is taken
hich more extensive investment has natu- have fallen,—furnish the best proofs that the We know of no smuggling ; nor do we be-1 South Carolina that can complain of a pro- from a letter just received in this town by a
which
rally
lly created under more certain protection.
protection. ;| fall of prices are to be mainly attributable to lieve that it exists to any considerable extent, tective impost, while she enjoys a heavy duty brother of the deceased. Mr. Smith was a
It is true, frauds have been practised upon ! on indigo, which she has ceased to produce,
The dTOri'S
efforts Ol
of the
Lilt? English
I 'll 1 11^1-1 Jlja,UU'lUWU4
manufacturers
VI »j W,
to 1■ the competition
VL’-'H VX *
V-- of
«. * » domestic
- --■
• labor.
partner in the firm of Smith, Sublette & Jackdestroy the American manufacture of iron, j The loudest complaints of oppression pro- the revenue laws to a degree that demands ! and which therefore all the manufacturing son, and has been engaged in carrying on the
and possess themselves of our market, have ! ceed from the South, particularly from South the notice of government ; but we are happy j states pay, undercircumstances aggravated by fur trade with the Indians beyond the Rocky
■occasioned extensive bankruptcies amongst ■ Carolina ; but that these complaints are not. to have this opportunity to bear testimony to the fact, that while they are obliged to submit , Mountains for some time past. The public
them in England, and reduced the price of I owing to the tariff acts, is unquestionably the high and honorable character of our mer- j to this tax on an article indispensable to their i are indebted to his enterprise for many valu
iron considerably below the cost of manufac- i proved by the fact, that their public press,, chantSj and to say that where frauds have | manufactures, the very state, for whose bene- | able facts relating to this almost unknown re
ture • insomuch that a convention of iron their memorials to Congress, and other medi- been discovered they have had their ori- | fit it was imposed, declines to cultivate the gion. The last time his Company returned
manufacturers, recently held there, resolved urns’of complaint, were as much burthened gin with those who are alien to our clime/article,
to St. Louis, they had been peculiarly suc
to reduce the quantity made twenty per cent. with them >-before those acts, as they have our laws, and all the considerations connected I By a special resolution of this convention, cessful, and had pushed their expedition to
with
our
welfare.
They
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frauds
that
afi
an
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was
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the
moral
mflubeen
since.
In
the
acquisition
of
the
exten

within fifty miles ofthe Pacific Ocean."
throughout the United Kingdoms. With the
fect, comparatively, but a small portion of ence of our manufactures
in compliance
Our much lamented brother, Jedediah
control of our market they would infallibly sive and fertile territories annexed to the
—  with which we feel authorized to say, m a
that
vast
amount
of
labor
that
owes
its
sup
United
States
by
the
purchase
of
Louisiana,
regulate both the price and the quantity of
word, that the imputations sometimes cast Smith, was killed by the Cormuck Indians on
port
to
the
protective
system.
the
lands
and
property
of
the
plantation
states
Sierome River, on the 27th May. Our teams
the iron in this country—thirty-one estab
It was affirmed that this system would un-, upon
.;r. the
- morals of manufacturing communi- were about starving for want of water, (having
lishments of which have appeared in Western could not fail to be depreciated by a vast ac
dermine
commerce,
and
ruin
navigation
—
but
i
ties
have
proved,
according
to
the
experience
cession of lands, at least as fertile, for all sim
none for four days,) and brother went in
Pennsylvania alone, since the last tariff act.
they flourish and prosper beyond all expecta- i of this country, to be without the smallest
The influence of protection upon wool, ilar purposes. But it is inconceiveable how tion. It was to create a monied aristocracy ; i foundation. On the contrary, it is believed search of some water, a due south from the
while it has been most beneficial upon the a steady market for at least two hundred if aristocracy be possible with our institutions, that the moral and religious education of those course we were travelling, which was S. W.
farming States, has had no tendency, that we thousand bales.of cotton a year, liable to no it certainly has not found its abiding place employed in manufactures is, at least, equal, ij The Spanish traders trafficking with these
fluctuation from foreign influence,
can be
ire ol
¡mure the
tue plantation^States.
uiauiauuu
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~
1
are aware
of, to
to injure
if not superior, to that of other classes of the Indians, told us that they saw brother a short
time before the Indians attacked him, and
mber
tj to the cot ™=g .»n± among manufacturers. It was to inflict a class community.
The num~
y. ’ofsheep
-------- , in the.. United States is =
of paupers upon our population : no such
told him there was no hope for escape, so he
■computed at about twenty millions : and their certainly, if the inhabitants of the less exuber class exists amongst the industrious. It is
In
concluding
this
address
we
would
take
increase at about five millions since the act of ant and more industrious latitudes of the still denounced as taxing the many for the occasion to observe that the present posture went boldly up to them in hopes that he
1828, which gave a great impulse to the central and eastern States, were not, from the benefit ofthe few : but the many, with the of the affairs of the United States impress could effect a reconciliation. The Indians
stock. The farmers ofVjrginia, Pennsylva influence of climate, or some other cause, less power in their hands to change it, are its upon us the necessity of declaring what we attempted to frighten his horse, so that he
nia, Ohio, New-York, and the other wool liable to excitement and less addicted to com sturdy friends and supporters, proving that believe to be the sentiment of the friends of ; would turn from them, which they did, and
growing States have an interest in this na plain than their southern brethren, they have they at least deem themselves gainers by the American industry, in reference to a great then fired on him, and wounded him in the
rjy had much greater cause for it.
tional property, taken at 55c. per lb. near'y
question which must, in a short time, occupy shoulder; he faced about and killed their
l.i
The article of sugar is a production of the system ; whilst the few, on the other hand, the attention of Congress. Up to this period, chief, upon which they rushed upon him and
equal to the capital of the plantation States in
it at planting States—receiving the full benefit of never cease to'tell us ofthe grievances ofbe- the revenue of the government has not ex massacred him. The Indians numbered
.the cotton crop of this year, reckoning b
about twenty.
AUSTIN SMITH.
‘ ’ the protecting system. If any application of ing subject to the majority.
Shirty millions of dollars.— . here is no doubt
A rapid increase of population, dwellings, ceeded its wants. The debt has required a
Ira G. Smith, Jacksonville.”
lUrtl within three years to come, the farming
........... & the system operates as.atax on consumption,
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culture,
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ofthe
value
capital in wool will be more valuable than the | it would apply to the duty on sugar. It is
ten millions of dollars every year towards its
plantation capital in cotton. Without pro-I true, the cotton planters of South Caroling of property, wherever manufactures prevail,
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extinguishment, That debt, under the pres rayed in tatters, and those tatters liberally
lectin- duties American wool would be redu- ( will net admit that pmteefiom to the cultivawill
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- • ■ industry
f —y that has been 1 ent course A
nl
ced one half in- quantity and in price. The large | tion of sugar is any offset to their own
exist. The nation will then naturally expect! sprinkled with mortar, the cymbal of his pro
i
vwi tin ir in
flocks which now cover the immense and in-1 ed oppression ; but it is apparent that the lands brought into existence has induced the con ] some, reduction
of duties. Participating
in fession, presented the ticket, combination
sumption
of
increased
amounts
of
the
pro

exhaustible pastures of the United States,! and capital devoted to the cultivation of the
the common feeling on this subject, we can numbers 43 49 56, which came up a prize of
ductions
of
the
land,
and
has
added
to
the
most of them more or less of the fine Spanish | sugar cane, are so much of both withdrawn
not close this address without respectfully 820,000 in the New-York Lottery, which
breeds must be a-ain slaughtered, as has from the cultivation of cotton, relieving that prosperity of every class of agriculturists.— ’ submitting to public consideration the expe drew on Wednesday last, at the counter of
been hereotfore the case, for want of due pro- culture from the effect of over production, the During the last six years, under the benefit of diency of applying that reduction to such Mr. Robert T. Bicknell, Lottery and Exchange
protection, 400 sugar plantations have been
commodities as are incapable of being brought Broker, in Chesnut street, yesterday morning,
tection, and this great capital in fleece sacri only evil which it has any reason to fear.
_____to
The bread stuffs, lumber, and nearly all the added to the 300 previously existing in the within the scope of the protective system; and immediately received for the same the
ficed to that of cotton, withj enormous loss
State of Louisiana, which now supplies two
one interest, and with no [possible advantage other staples of all the grain growing States thirds of the demand of the whole Union. In holding it, as we do, to be indispensable to due amount of cash. The lucky holder ap
—o else, are excluded from European markets by prothe best interests of the American people that peared perfectly satisfied with his bargain, but
to the other. For, like every^thing^
wooflen g«fods ha/h fallemfi^om ^¿“to 25 per hibitory duties. Whilst the export of cotton the meantime, the price has been continually that system should be sustained and preserv evinced less excitement on the occasion than
‘
the last tariff. The immediate ef- has quadrupled, that of bread stuffs has di- falling, and there is every reason to believe ed, without diminution, in .its application to ! might have been expected.—Philad. Inq.
cent, since
that within a short period, besides furnishing
*'*hat act, by calling a lar-e number of minished in a much greater ratio with relation
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SATURDAY, DECEMBER 10, 1831. country, of the manner in which that branch each claim, which might, in some instances, full indemnity shall be given for the injuries in their favor by the treaty lately made be.
—• - ----- ■------------------------------------------- _rLJi...:.
___ ________
.__ instruct be exaggerated by design, in others overrated inflictedJ and the 1losses
------ —
_n all which the good in*
of his
duties
has beenr..lx:n„.l
fulfilled,___
proves
sustained. In the --------tween..^2
the ..jj
two—
powers,
PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE.
ive and salutary.
through error, and which therefore it would performance there has been some, perhaps, telligence that prevails between our Minister
We exclude almost every thing prepared for
The pacific and wise policy of ourGovern- have been both ungracious and unjust to unavoidable delay: but I have the fullest at Rio Janeiro and the Regency gives us the
the inner form of this day’s paper to make room i ment kept us in a state of neutrality during have insisteffon, or a settlement by a mixed confidence that my earnest desire that this j best reason to expect.
for the President’s Message, which we are en- the wars that have, at different periods since commission, to which the French negotiators business may at once be closed, which our I I should have placed Buenos Ayresin the
abled, with much exertion, to lay before our |
political existence, been carried on by were very averse, and which experience in Minister has been instructed strongly to ex-, list of South American States in respect to
readers entire. We have neither time or room ' other powers; but this policy, while it gave j other cases had shown to be dilatory, and of press, will very soon be gratified. I have the ' which nothing of importance affecting us Waa
activity and extent to our commerce, exposed ■ ten wholly inadequate to the end. A com better ground for this hope, from the evidence to be communicated, but for occurrences
for comments.
it in the same proportion to injuries from the paratively small sum is stipulated on our part, of a friendly disposition which that Govern- which have lately taken place at the Faulk,
belligerent nations. Hence have arisen claims to go to the extinction of all claims by French ment has shewn by an actual reduction in the land Islands; in which the name ofthatreTWENTY SEC d’ND_C ON GRESS.
of indemnity for those injuries. England, citizens on our Government; and a reduc- ( duty on rice, the produce of our Southern public has been used to cover with a show of
first session.
France, Spain, Holland, Sweden, Denmark,! tion of duties on our Cotton and their Wine States, authorizing the anticipation that this authority,
‘
-—to-----acts injurious
our-commerce, and
Naples, and lately Portugal, had all, in a has been agreed on, as a consideration for the important article of our export will soon be to the property and liberty of our fellow citiIN SENATE—MONDAY, DECEMBER 5.
At 12 o’clock, Mr. Smith of Md. President pro i greater or less degree, infringed our neutral ! renunciation of an important claim for com admitted on the same footing with that pro zens. In the course of the present year, one
1 rights. Demands for reparation were made I mercial privileges, under the construction duced by the most favored nation.
of our vessels engaged in the pursuit of a trade
tem. called the Senate to order. The credentials
upon all. They have had in all, and continue ! they gave to the Treaty for the cession of
With the other powers of Europe, we have which we always enjoyed, without molestaof several members elect were presented, and ; to have, in some cases, a leading influence on Louisiana.
fortunately had no cause of discussion for the tion, has been captured by a band, acting, as
they were permitted to take their seats. The j the nature of our relations with the powers
Should this Treaty receive the proper redress of in juries. With the Empire of the they pretend, under the authority of the gov
usual messages passed between the Senate and on whom they were made.
sanction, a source of irritation will be stopped, Russians our political connexion is of the ernment of Buenos Ayres. I have therefore
Of the claims upon England it is unnecessa that has for so many years, in some degree most friendly, and our commercial of the most given orders for the despatch of an armed,
the House.
ry to speak, further than to say, that the alienated from each other, two nations, who liberal kind.—We enjoy the advantages of vessel to join our squadron in those seas, and
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
State of things to which their prosecution and from interest, as well as the remembrance of navigation and trade, given to the most favor aid in affording all lawful protection to our
Monday, December 5.—The House was cal denial gave rise has been succeeded by ar- ! early associations, ought to cherish the most ed nation ; but it has not yet suited their pol trade which shall be necessary ; and shall
led to order at 12 o’clock, by the Clerk. 200 i; rangements productive of mutual good feeling friendly relations,—an encouragement will be icy, or perhaps has not been found convenient without delay, send a minister to inquire into
members answered to their names, The House I and amicable relations between the two coun- I given for perseverance in the demands of jus- I from other considerations, to give stability and the nature of the circumstances, and also of
! tries, which it is hoped will not be inter- j tice, by this new proof, that, if steadily pursu reciprocity to those privileges, by a commer the claim, if any, that is set up by the govern
then proceeded to ballot for a Speaker, and on rupted. One of these arrangements is that ed, they will be listened to,—and admonition
cial treaty. The ill health of the Minister last ment to those Islands. In the mean tirnel
the first balloting the votes Were, for
relating to the colonial trade, which was com- ■ will be offered to those Powers, if any which year charged with making a proposition for submit the case to the consideration of Con
Andrew Stevenson, of Virginia,
98
municated to Congress at the last session ; may be inclined to evade them, that they will that arrangement, did not permit him to remain gress, to the end that they may clothe the
Joel B. Sutherland, of Pennsylvania,
54
and although the short period during which j never be abandoned. Above all, a just confi at St. Petersburgh ; and the attention of that Executive with such authority andmeansas
it has been in force will not enable me to form I dence will be inspired in our fellow-citizens, Government, during the whole of the period they may deem necessary for providing a
Charles A. Wickliffe, of Kentucky, 15
an accurate judgment of its operation, there is ' that their Government will exert all the since his departure, having been occupied by force adequate to the complete protection of
John W. Taylor, of New-York,
18
every reason to believe that it will prove! powers with which they have invested it, in the war in which it was engaged, we l^ave our fellow citizens fishing and trading to those
Lewis Condict, of New-Jersey,
4
highly beneficial.
support of their just claims upon foreign na been assured that nothing could have been ef seas.
6
Scattering,
The trade thereby authorized has employ- i tions ; at the same time that the frank ac fected by his presence. A Minister will soon
Thisyapid sketch of our foreign relationsit
ed, tothe 30th September last, upwards of knowledgment'and provision forthe payment be nominated, as well to effect this important is hoped, fellow citizens, may be of some use
Whole number of votes,
195
30,000 tons of American, and 15,000 tons of of those which were addressed to our equity, object, as to keep up the relations of amity - in so much of your legislation, as may. bear
Necessary to a choice,
W
foreign shipping in the outward voyages ; and ■ although unsupported by legal proof, affords and good understanding of which we have j on that important subject; while it affords to
Andrew Stevenson was accordingly declar- in the inward, nearly an equal amount of A- a practical illustration of our submission to received so many assurances and proofs from the country at large a source of high grat
ed by the Clerk to be duly elected.
merican, and 20,000 only of foreign tonnage. the divine rule of doing to others what we his Imperial Majesty and the Emperor his pre ification in the contemplation of our political
Mr. Speight submitted the following resolu Advantages too, have resulted to our agricul desire they should do unto us.
decessor.
and commercial connexion with the rest of
tural interests from the state of the trade be
Sweden and Denmark having made com
The Treaty with Austria is opening to us . the
.....world.
____ _ —
... .. with
..........all—having ouu
At. peace
sub.
tion, which was adopted :—
tween
Canada
and
our
Territories
and
States
pensation
for
the
irregularities
committed
by
an important trade with the hereditary domin- ; jects of future difference with few, and those
Resolved, That Matthew St. Clair Clarke, the
bordering
on
the
St.
Lawrence
and
the
Lakes,
their vessels, or in their ports, to the perfect ions of the Emperor, the value of which has ( susceptible of easy adjustment—extending aur
former Clerk of the House of Representatives,
which may prove more than equivalent to the ' satisfaction of the parties concerned ; and been hitherto little known, and of course not: commerce gradually on all sides, and on none
be appointed Clerk of this House.
loss
sustained
by
the
discrimination
made
to
having renewed the Treaties of Commerce sufficiently appreciated. While bur com- ! by any but the most liberal.and mutually benThe other proceedings are unimportant.
favor the trade of the northern colonies with entered into with them, our political and merce finds an entrance into the South of eficiai means,—we may, by the blessing of
the West Indies.
commercial relations with those Powers con Germany by means of this Treaty, those we . Providence, hope for all that national pros
After our transition from the state of colo tinue to be on the most friendly footing.
have formed with the Hanseatic Towns and I perity which can be derived from all inter.
From the President of the United States to both nies to that of an independent nation, many
With Spain, our differences up to the 22d Prussia, and others now in negotiation, will j course with foreign nations, guided by those
Houses of Congress, at the commencement of points were found necessary to be settled be of February, 18.19, were settled by the Treaty open that vast country to the enterprising
I eternal....
principles of justice and reciprocal
the first session of the twenty-second Con tween us and Great Britain. Among them of Washington of that date ; but at a subse spirit of our merchants, on the North : a | good will, which are binding as well upon
was the demarkation of boundaries, not des quent period, our commerce with the States, country abounding in all the materials for a ; States, as the individuals of whom they are
gress.
Fellow Citizens of the Senate, and House of cribed with sufficient precision in the Treaty formerly colonies of Spain, on the continent mutually beneficial commerce, filled with en j composed.
of Peace. Some of the lines that divide the of America, was annoyed and frequently in- lightened and industrious inhabitants, holding I I have great satisfaction in making this
Representatives.
States and Territories
J.VUILUHCD of
ui the
me U.
v. States
otaic» from
num j terrupted by her public and private armed an important place in the politics of Europe, ! statement of our affairs, because the course of
The representation of the people has been |
' umicocuiu
renewed for the twenty-second time since the the British Provinces, have been definitively J sliips. They captured many of our vessels and to which we owe so many valuable citi- I our national policy enables us to do it without
constitution they formed has been in force. fixed. That, however, which separates us j prosecuting a lawful commerce, and sold ! zens. The ratification of the treaty of the j any indiscreet exposure of what in other govFor near half a century, the chief magis from the Provinces ofCanada & New-Bruns- j them and their cargoes ; and atone time, to Porte was sent to be exchanged by the gen i ernments is usually concealed from the peotrates, who have been successively chosen, wick to the North and the East, was still in i our demands foi restoration and indemnity, tleman appointed our Charge d’ Affairs to that I pie. Having none but a straight forward
have made their annual communications of dispute when I came into office. But I found j opposed the allegation, that they were taken Court. Some difficulties occurred on his ar ! open course to pursue—guided by a single
the state of the nation to its representatives. arrangements made for its settlement, over I in (he violation of a blockade of ail the ports rival ; but at the date of his last official des principle that will bear the strongest light-which I had no control. The commissioners j of those States. This blockade was declara- patch, he supposed they had been obviated, j we have happily no political combinations to
Generally, these communications have been
of the most gratifying nature, testifying an ad who had been appointed under the provisions tory only, and the inadequacy of the force to and that there was every prospect of the ex j form, no alliances to entangle us, no compliI cated interests to consult ; and in subjecting
vance in all the improvements of social, and of the Treaty of Ghent, having been unable maintain it, was so manifest, that this allega- change being speedily effected.
This finishes the connected view I have all we have done to the consideration of our
all the securities of political life. But fre to agree, a convention was made with Great tion was varied to a charge of trade in conquently, and justly, as you have been called Britain by my immediate predecessor in office, traband of war. This, in its nature, was also thought it proper to give of our political and ' citizens, and td the inspection of the world,
on to be grateful for the bounties of Provi with the advice and consent of the Senate,; found untenable ; and the minister whom I commercial relations in Europe. Every effort we give no advantage to other nations, and
dence, at few periods have they been more by which it was agreed ‘that the points ofdif- sent with instructions to press for the repara- in my power will be continued to strengthen i lay ourselves open to no injury,
!♦ may not be improper to’add that
___to preabundantly or extensively bestowed than at ferences which have arisen in the settlement j tion that was due to our injured fellow-citi- and extend them by Treaties founded on I It
the present ; rarely, if ever, have we had of the boundary line between the American 1 zens, has transmitted an answer to his de- principles of the most perfect reciprocity of serve this state of things and give confidence
greater reason to congratulate each other on and British dominions, as described in the j maud, by which the captures are declared to interest, neither asking nor conceding any to the world in the integrity ofour designs,
the continued and increasing prosperity of 5th Article of the Treaty of Ghent, shall be 1 have been legal, and are justified, because exclusive advantage, but liberating as far as it all our consular and diplomatic agents are
referred as therein provided, to some friendly 1 the independence of the United States of A- lies in my power the activity and industry of strictly enjoined to examine well every cause
our beloved country.
sovereign or state, who shall be invited to , merica never having been acknowledged by
fellow-citizens from the shackles which of complaint preferred by our citizens ; and
Agriculture, the first and most important investigate, and make a decision upon such | Spain, she had a right to prohibit trade with our
foreign restrictions may impose.
j while they urge with proper earnestness those
occupation of man, has compensated the la points of differenceand the King of the J them under her own colonial laws. This
To China and the East Indies, our com-: that are well founded, to countenance nonethat
bors of the husbandman with plentiful crops Netherlands having, by the late President and ground of defence was contradictory, not only
of all the varied products of our extensive his Britannic Majesty, been designated as such I to those which had been formerly alleged, merce continues in its usual extent and with are unreasonable or unjust, and to enjoin on
increased facilities which the credit and capi our merchants and navigators the strictest obe
country. Manufactures have been establish friendly sovereign, it became my duty to carry, 1 but to the uniform practice and established
tal of’our merchants afford, by substituting dience to laws of the countries to which they
ed in which the funds of the capitalists find a with good faith, the agreement so made into ’ laws of nations ; and had been abandoned
profitable investment, and which give em full effect. To this end I caused all the , by Spain herself in the convention which bills for payments in specie. A daring out resort, and a course of conduct in their deal
ployment and subsistence to a numerous and measures to be taken Which were necessary 1 granted indemnity to British subjects for cap- rage having been committed in those seas by ings that may support the character of our
increasing body of industrious and dexterous to a full exposition of our cause to the Sove- • tures, made at the same time, under the same the plunder of one of our merchantmen en- i nation and render us respected abroad.
mechanics. The laborer is rewarded by high reign Arbiter; and nominated as Minister circumstances, and for the same allegations gaged in the pepper trade at a port in Suma- I Connected with this subject I must recom
tra, and the piratical perpetrators belonging ! mend a revisal of our consular laws. Defects
wages, in the construction of works of inter Plenipotentiary to his Court, a distinguished with those of which we complain,
to tribes in such a state of society, that the and omissions have been discovered in their
nal improvement ; which are extending with citizen of the State most interested in the
T1 however
\ ___ indulge .1...
the hope that further
unprecedented rapidity. Science is steadily question, and who had been one of the agents , reflection will lead to other views, and feel usual course of proceeding between civilized operation that ought to be remedied and suppenetrating the recesses of nature and disclo previously employed for settling the contro-; confident that when his Catholic Majesty nations could not be pursued, I forthwith des plied. For your further information on this
sing her secrets, while the ingenuity of free versy. On the 10th of January last, His I shall be convinced of the justice of the claim, patched a Frigate with orders to require im subject I have directed a report to be made by
minds is subjecting the elements to the power Majesty the King of the Netherlands deliver-, his desire to preserve friendly relations be- mediate satisfaction for the injury, and in the Secretary of State, which I shall hereafter
submit to your consideration.
of man, and making each new conquest aux I ed to the Plenipotentiaries of the U. S. and of tween the two countries, which it is my ear- demnity to the sufferers.
Few changes have taken place in our con
iliary to his comfort. By our mails, whose Great Britain his opinion on the case referred 1 nest endeavor to maintain, will induce him to
The internal peace and security of our con
speed is regularly increased, and whose routes , to him. The papers in relation to the sub- accede to our demand. I have therefore des- nexions with the independent States of Amer federated States, is the next principal object of
ica,
since
my
last
communication
to
Congress.
the General Government. Time and expe
’are every year extended, the communication ject will be communicated, by a special Mes- ! patched a special messenger with instructions
of public intelligence and private business is sage, to the proper branch of the Government,1 to our Minister to bring the case once more The ratification of a Commercial Treaty with rience have proved that the abode of the Na
the
United
Republics
of
Mexico
has
been
for
rendered frequent and safe,—the intercourse with the perfect confidence that its wisdom to his consideration ; to the end that if, which
tive Indian within their limits is dangerous to
between distant cities, which it formerly re will adopt such measures as will secure an i I cannot bring myself to believe, the same de- some time under deliberation in their Con their peace and injurious to himself. In ac
gress,
but
was
still
undecided
at
the
date
of
quired weeks to accomplish, is now effected amicable settlement of the controversy, with- cision, that cannot but be deemed an uncordance with my recommendation at a for
in a few days ; and in the construction of rail out infringing any constitutional right of the friendly denial of justice, should be persisted our last despatches.. The unhappy civil com mer session of Congress, an appropriation of
motions that have prevailed there, were un
roads, and the application of steam power, States immediately interested.
‘ in, the matter may,‘ before
‘
your adjournment, doubtedly thecause of the delay ; but as the half a million of dollars was made to aid the
we have a reasonable prospect, that the ex
voluntary removal of the various tribes be
It affords me satisfaction to inform you that be laid before you, the constitutional judges Government is now said to be tranquillized, yond the limits of the states.—At the last ses
treme parts of our country will be so much
approximated, and those most isolated by the suggestions, made by my direction, tothe of what is proper to be done when negotiation we may hope soon to receive the ratification sion I had the happiness to announce that the
of the Treaty, and an arrangement for the
obstacles of nature, rendered so accessible, as i Charge d’ Affairs of His Britannic Majesty, to ! for redress of injury fails.
The conclusion of a Treaty for indemnity demarcation of the boundaries between us. Chickasaws and Choctaws had accepted the
to remove an apprehension sometimes enter I this Government, have had their desired effect |
generous offer of the Government, and agreed
tained, that the great extent of the Union ! in producing the release of certain American I witb France seemed to present a favorable In the mean time an important trade has been to remove beyond the Mississippi river, by
1 citizens, who were imprisoned for setting up opportunity to renew our claims of a similar opened, with mutual benefit, from St. Louis,
would endanger its permanent existence.
which the whole of the State of Mississippi
! the authority of the State of Maine, at a place naUire on other powers; and particularly in in the state of Missouri, by caravans, to the and the western part of Alabama will be freed
If from the satisfactory view of our agri in the disputed Territory under the actual ju- tbe ca9e °f those upon Naples, more espeinterior provinces of Mexico.—This com from Indian occupancy and opened to a civ
culture, manufactures and internal improveof HIS
his J_>r
Britannic
Majesty.
From
y as in the course of former
negotiations
,
1risdiction
|
LJVFl 1
1 Lilli II !C iTlcl
lest V*
T
’ rOlll j cialIJ
m a
1ments, weturn to the state of our navigation this. and the assurance I have received, of wit,) that power, our failure to induce France merce is protected in its progress through the ilized population. The Treaties with these
Indian countries by the troops of the United
and trade with foreign nations and between the desire oftbe j
j authorities to avoid any Ito render usjustice was used as an argument States, which have been permitted to escort tribes are in a course of execution, and their
the states, we shall scarcely, find less cause for. cause of collision,.! have the best h
that against us. The desires of the merchants the caravans, beyond our boundaries to the removals, it is hoped, will be completed in
the course of1832.
gratulation. A beneficent Providence has a
)d understandjng will be kept up until it who were the principal sufferers, have thereprovided, fortheir exercise and encourage- ■ is*onfirraed by the°final disposition of the | fore been acceded to, and a mission has been settled part of the Mexican territory.
At the request of the authorities of Geor
is confirmed by the final disposition ofthe!*
From Central America I have received as gia, the registration of the Cherokee Indians
inent, an extensive coast, indented by capa-1 su'|„ectej.
I instituted
instituted for the
the special
special purpose of
of obtaining
surances
of
the
most
friendly
kind,
and
a
cions
bays,
noble
rivers,
inland
seas,
(with
a
!
cious
them a reparation too long delayed. Tins
The amicable relations which now subsist ' for them
for emigration has been resumed, and it is
county pioductive of every mateiial foi ship between the united States and Great Britain, measure having been resolved on, it was put gratifying application for our good offices to confidently expected, that one half, if not two
remove
a
supposed
indisposition
towards
that
building, and every commodity for gainful tbe increasing intercourse between their citi- <in execution without waiting for the meeting
thirds of that tribe, will follow the wise ex
commerce,) and fil ed with a population, ac- zens, and the rapid obbteration of unfriendly ! of Congress, because the state of Europe cre- Government in a neighboring State : this ap ample of their more westerly brethren. Those
plication
was
immediately
and
successfully
tive, intelligent, well informed, and fearless of ,ejudjces t
hi h former events naturally ated an apprehension of events that might
who prefer remaining at their present homes
complied with. They gave us also the pleas will hereafter be governed by the laws of
danger. The advantages are not neglected :;
____ .
...
have rendered ......
our application ineffectual. °
«»nd CW. impulse has lately bçen given tô com gave rise,, concur to present this as a fit period
ing intelligence that differences, which bad Georgia, as ail her citizens are, and cease to
Our demands upon the Government of the prevailed in their internal affairs had been
mercial enterprise, which fills our ship yards for renewing our endeavors to provide against
be the objects of peculiar care, on the part of
with new constructions, encourages ail the the recurrence of causes of irritation, which, two Sicilies are of a peculiar nature. The in- peaceably adjusted. Our Treaty with this the General Government.
arts and branches of industry connected with in the event of war between Great Britain and i juries on which they are founded are not de Republic continues to be faithfully observed
During the present year, the attention of
them, crowds the wharves of our cities with I any other power would inevitably endanger nied, nor are the atrocity and perfidy under and promises great and beneficial commerce the Government has been particularly direct
our
peace.
Animated
by
the
sincerest
desire
which
those
injuries
were
perpetrated
at

vessels, and covers the most distant seas with
between the two countries, a commerce of the
to avoid such a state of things, and peacefully tempted to be extenuated. The sole ground greatest importance, if the magnificent pro ed to those tribes in the powerful and growing
our canvass.
to secure, under all possible circumstances, on which indemnity has been refused is the ject of a ship canal through the dominions of State of Ohio, where considerable tracts of
Let us be grateful for these blessings to the the rights and honor of the country, I have alleged illegality of the tenure by which the.
the finest lands were still occupied by the ab
beneficent Being who has conferred them, given such instructions to the Minister lately monarch who made the seizures held his that State, from the Atlantic to the Pacific original proprietors. Treaties, either absolute
and who suffers us to indulge a reasonable j sent to the Court of London, as will evince crown. This defence, always unfounded in Ocean, now in a serious contemplation, shall or conditional, have been made, extinguishing
hope of their continuance and extension,' that desire; and if met by a correspondent any principle of the law of nations—now uni be executed.
the whole Indian title to the reservation of
I have great satisfaction in communicating that State ; and the time is not distant, when
while we neglect not the means by whichthey J disposition, which .we
—.—
cannot jdoubt, will put versally abandoned, even by those powers up
may be preserved. If we dare to judge of an end to causes of collision, which, without on whom the responsibility for acts of past the success which has attended the exertions Ohio will be no longer embarrassed with the
his future designs, by the manner in which ! advantage to either, tend to estrange from
rulers bore the most heavily, will unquestion of our Minister in Colombia to procure a very Indian population. The same measure will
his past favors have been bestowed, he has ! each other, two nations who have every mo ably be given up by his Sicilian Majesty : considerable reduction in the duties on our be extended to Indiana, as soon as there is
made our national prosperity to depend on the tive to preserve, not only peace, but an inter whose counsels will receive an impulse from flour in that Republic. Indemnity also, has reason to anticipate success.
preservation of our liberties ; our national course of the most amicable nature.
It is confidently believed that perseverance
that high sense of honor and regard to justice been stipulated for injuries received by our
force on our federal union, and our individual
which are said to characterise him ; and I merchants from illegal seizures ; and renewed for a few years in the present policy of the
In
my
Message
at
the
opening
of
the
last
happiness on the maintenance of our state
' feel the fullest confidence that the talents of assurances are given that the Treaty between Government, will extinguish the Indian title
the two countries shall be faithfully observed. to all lands lying within the states composing
rights and wise institutions. If we are pros session of Congress, I expressed a confident
the citizens commissioned for that purpose
hope
that
the
justice
of
our
claims
upon
perous at home, and respected abroad, it is
Chili and Peru seem to be still threatened our Federal Union, and remove beyond their
will place before him the just claims of our
France,
urged
as
they
were
with
perseverance
because we are free, united, industrious and
with civil commotions i and until they shall limits every Indian who is not willing to
injured
citizens
in
such
a
light
as
will
enable
and
signal
ability
by
our
Minister
there,
obedient to the laws. While we continue so
be settled, disorders may naturally be appre submit to their laws. Thus will all conflict
we shall, by the blessing of Heaven, go on in would finally be acknowledged. This hope me, before your adjournment, to announce hended, requiring the constant presence of a
ing claims to jurisdiction between the States
that
they
have
been
adjusted
and
secured.
has
been
realized.
A
Treaty
has
been
signed
the happy career we have begun, and which
naval force in the Pacific Ocean, to protect and the Indian tribes be put to rest. It is
has brought us, in the short period of our po which will immediately be laid before the Precise instructions, to the effect of bringing our fisheries, and guard our commerce.
pleasing to reflect that results so beneficial,
negotiation to a speedy issue, have been
litical existence, from a population of three to Senate for its approbation ; and which, con the
The disturbances that took place in the em not only to the States immediately concerned,
given and will be obeyed.
thirteen millions ! from the thirteen separate taining stipulations that require Legislative
In the late blockade of Terceira, some of pire of Brazil, previously to, and immediately but to the harmony of the Union, will have
colonies to twenty four United States ; from acts, must have the concurrence of both
consequent upon, the abdication of the late
weakness to strength, from a rank scarcely Houses before it can be carried into effect. the Portuguese fleet captured several of our Emperor, necessarily suspended any effectu been accomplished by measures equally ad
marked in the scale of nations to a high place By it, the French Government engage to pay vessels and committed other excesses for al application for the redress of some past in vantageous to the Indians. What the native
savages become when surrounded by a dense
I a sum which, if not quite equal to that which which reparation was demanded ; and I was '
ip their respect.
! may be found due to our citizens, will yet, it on the point of despatching an armed force, i juries suffered by our citizens from that Gov population, and by mixing with the whites,
This last advantage
. - is cone that has result ’s believed, under all circumstances, be deem- to prevent any recurrence of a similar vio- I ernment, while they have been the cause of may be seen in the miserable remains of a few
ed.
. . Sn a great degree, from the principles ed satisfactory by those interested. The offer lence and protect our citizens in the prosecu others, in which all foreigners seem to have eastern tribes, deprived of all political
rtia ta« guided our intercourse wrth For-; ofa gross sum, instead of the satisfaction of tion of their lawful commerce, when official participated. Instructions have been given civil rights, forbidden to make contracts, an(^
to our Minister there, to press for indemnity subjected to guardians, dragging out a wretchuvviiuu

I any way
. account of the
atracting will be;
d. WARREN.
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superintending agency Government: but, to accomplish the objects at the wharf in Bangor, placed a vessel of representing that the personal estate of said subscriber
of the General Government, exercised with they had in view, it is not necessary that this I burning charcoal in the cabin where they deceased is not sufficient to pay the just debts Also, a Blacksmith Wanted.
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thereof
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heirs
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said
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of trade, producing a corresponding increase qualified to legislate over the local concerns
work of a Grist Mill, with two run of Stone,
■ n a duodecimo volume of 200 pages.
and to all persons interested in said estate, by which is now in progress of being erected.
of revenue, beyond the most sanguine antici of this District.
A plan
is on foot in New-York for erecting ' Ca^ih^a CO{Jy
dlis order.to be published None need apply but such as can bring good
pations of the Treasury Department.
Consequently, its interests are much neg-|I __
r._ ___________
that city
city aa statue
statue of
of Washington,
Washington, from
fmm the
th? : !n ll?e Kennebunk Gazette, printed in Kenne- recommendations.
The state of public finances will be fully lected, and the people are almost afraid to in that
shown by the Secretary of the Treasury in present their grievances, lest a body, in which chissel
‘
of Mr. Greenough, a native artist. bunk, in said county, three weeks successive Also, a Clothier is Wanted.
the report which he will presently lay before they are not represented, and which feels lit The statue can be obtained for $5000.
ly, that they may appear at a Probate Court to
One of the best stands in the county for a
you. I will here however congratulate you tle sympathy in their focal relations, should, in
be holden at Alfred, in said county, on the first Clothier, can be had as above. No one near
upon their prosperous condition. The reve its attempt to make laws for them, do more
Monday in January next, at ten of the clock er than twelve miles. A good and faithful
Wood is DOW selling in Portland market in the forenoon, and shew cause if any they workman, would at once command the im
nue received in the present year will not fall harm than good.
Governed by the laws of
short of twenty-seven millions seven hundred the States whence they were severed, the two forfive dollars and twenty-five cents per cord.
have, why the prayer of said petition should mediate business of probably, more than one
not be granted.
thousand dollars ; and the expenditure for all shores of the Potomac within the ten mile
hundred and thirty families. First rate rec
The Penobscot river, at Bangor, was closed
objects, other than the public debt, will not square, have different penal codes ; not the
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
ommendations will be required.—Those in
JI true copy—Attest,
exceed fourteen millions, seven hundred present codes of Virginia and Maryland, but by ice on Friday of last week. There were
pursuit of places for the above branches of
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
thousand. The payment on account of the such as existed in those States at the time of then in the stream 3 brigs (one new) and 3
business are invited to come and look for
Dec. 10.
principal and interest of the debt, during the the cession to the United States. As Con schooners, nearly ready for sea—they will
themselves.
probably
be
cut
out.
year, will exceed thirteen millions and a half gress will not form a new code, and as the
Some other trades would find good encour
At a Court of Probate held at Alfred, within
of dollars, a greater sum than has been appli people of the District cannot make one for
and for the County of York, on the first Mon agement here—particularly a good Tanner
ed to that object, out of the revenue, in any themselves, they are virtually under two Gov
HYMENEAL.
day in November, in the year of our Lord and Currier, could he connect with it the
year since the enlargement of the sinking ernments. Is it not just to allow them at
eighteen hundred and thirty-one, by the Hon •manufacturing a part of his own Leather, eith
fund, except the two years following immedi least a delegate in Congress, if not a local
MARRIED—In Kennebunk-port, 27th ult. by
ourable WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge of er as Shoe-Maker or Saddler.
ately thereafter. The amount of which will Legislature, to make laws for the District sub Rev. Mr. Johnson, Mr. James Huff, to Miss
said Court :
The above mentioned stands for business,
have been applied to the public debt from the ject to the approval or rejection of Congress? Hannah Fletcher.
ETSEY SMITH, administratrix of the are situated near the head of Webb’s Pond,
In North Yarmouth, Maj. Elijah Hayes, jun. of
4th of March, 1829, to the 1st January next, I earnestly recommend the extension to them
estate of Daniel Smith, late of Water surrounded by settlements,—where two coun
which is less than three years since the ad of every political right which their interests Berwick, to Miss Jane Hayes. Mr. Samuel C.
ty roads now branch out from each other, are
borough, in said county, physician, deceased,
Shapleigh,
of
Somersworth,
N.
H.
to
Miss
Amy
ministration has been placed in my hands, require, and which may be compatible with
having presented her first account of adminis connected with the best Water Power in the
Ann
Wentworth.
will exceed forty millions of dollars.
town, where business in Lumber, Wool card
the Constitution.
In Westborough, Mr. Otis Daniell, of Boston, tration of the estate of said deceased, for al
From the large importations of the present
ing and Brick-making is now carried on—and
The extenson of the Judiciary system of to Miss Mary Ann Grout.
lowance :
year, it may be safely estimated that the rev the United States is deemed to be one of the
ORDERED—That the said administratrix are so situated as to town roads, the lay of
In Philadelphia, Andrew Jackson, Jr. Esq.
enue which will be received into the treasury duties of Government. One fourth of the adopted son of the President of the United States, give notice to all persons interested, by caus the land, and location in the town, as natu
from that source during the next year, with States in the Union do not participate in the to Miss Sarah, daughter of the late Peter Yorke, ing a copy of this order to be published three rally to command most of the business of a
the aid of that received from the public lands, benefits of the Circuit Court. To the States Esq. of that city.
weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga large and thriving township, and probably
will considerably exceed the amount of the of Indiana, Illinois, Missouri, Alabama, Mis
The Reading Chronicle of Tuesday last, con zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county, will eventually near the whole of it, together
with some of the adjoining
towns.
receipts of the present year ; and it is believ sissippi and Louisiana, admitted into theUnion tains the following :
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w
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ed that with the means which the Gov since the present Judicial system was organ
Married, on 10th inst., by Rev. Mr. Pomp, Mr I...,
be held at Alfred, in said county, on the first AlsO,€rOOd New Land for Sale.
William
Shultz,
of
Reading,
to
Miss
Sarah
Hay,
ernment will have at its disposal, from various ized, only a District Court has been allowed.
Monday in January next, at ten of the
The subscriber will give the choice of Lots
sources, which will be fully stated by the If this be sufficient, then the Circuit Courts al of Easton, after a courtship of three minutes !
clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any ! of excellent Land in Weld, Phillips, NorthWe presume the courtship was as follows :
proper Department, the whole of the public ready existing in eighteen States, ought to be
they have, why the said account should not Salem, and Plantations No. 1 and No. 8,—at
debt may be extinguished, either by redemp abolished ; if it be not sufficient, the defect
“ Miss Sarah, will you marry me Tf
be allowed.
from 6s. to 7s. Qd. per acre.
“ Yes, dear.”
tion or purchase, within the four years of my ought to be remedied, and these States placed
Attest,—Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
Then
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’
s
go
to
the
minister.
”
administration. We shall then exhibit the on the same footing with the other members
A true copy—Attest,
•Also, Two half Townships of
rare example of a great nation, abounding in ofthe Union. It was on this condition, and
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
NEW
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all the means of happiness and security, alto on this footing, that they entered the Union ;
Dec. 10.
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The subscriber will give the choice half of
gether free from debt.
and they may demand Circuit Courts as a
Two Townships of Laud, already organized
The confidence with which the extinguish matter, not of concession, but of right.
FjRLVTEjR’« jvotick. as
DIED—In this town, Mrs. ------ Peabody,
plantations, with Mills erected, and roads in
ment of the public debt may be anticipated, I trust that Congress will not adjourn, leaving aged 79 years
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"y dollars for and say 25 acres into grass. This for beauty of
principal objects which demand the consider- public interests. Having thus conscientiously
Papers, on such we call for an iminediate set- situation and excellence of land is well worth
ation of the present Congress. Justice to the discharged a constitutional duty, I deem it
At Lyman, Thursday morning, 24th Novem tlement, and assure them, that unless this no- I examining.—
—All
All the
the »hove will he «old „„ ...
above will be sold on acinterests of the merchant as well as the man- | proper, on this occasion, without a more narpar- ber, after a short sickness, Miss Abigail H. tice is attended to we shall be compelled to examining.
commodatin
. . ......—.«.„„..ig terms to the purchaser and part
ufacturer, requires that material reductions in i ticular reference to the views of the subject Roberts, in her 19th year, daughter of James
resort to more coersive measures to obtain a pay received in Produce. Apply to
the important duties be prospective ; and un- then expressed, to leave it for the present to W. Roberts, Esq.
settlement.
less the present Congress shall dispose of the ' the investigation of an enlightened
•
JACOB ABBOT.
The only daughter of her afflicted parents—a
people
To those who have been punctual in their
Weld, County of Oxford, Nov. 22, 1831.
subject, the proposed reductions cannot prop and their representatives.
valued member of the Church of Chri-t—amia payments, we tender our sincere thanks.
erly be made to take effect at the period when
In conclusion, permit me to invoke that ble in her disposition—interesting in her person
JAMES K. REMICH.
Daily Paper in elugusta,
the necessity for the revenue arising from Power which superintends all governments, --ardent in her attachments—and devoted in her
Gazette Office, Kennebunk Dec. 10,1831.
present rates shall cease. It is therefore de to infuse into your deliberations, at this im piety ; not only the afflicted relatives, and the
sirable that arrangements be adopted at your portant crisis of our history, a spirit of mutu more intimate friends, but the church, the neigh
aton
severance propose to
present session, to relieve the people from un al forbearance and conciliation. In that spir borhood, and the vicinity have sustained a loss—
publish a daily newspaper in Augusta,
a loss which will not soon be repaired.
for 1838.
necessary taxation, after the extinguishment it was our Union formed, and in that spirit
during the session of tfie Legislature, if a suf
During the last winter, or spring, she was led
of the public debt. In the exercise of that must it be preserved.
ficient number of subscriberscan be obtained,
to a discovery of the nature and practical wick
spirit of concession and conciliation which
ANDREW JACKSON.
edness of her heart, and fled for refuge to him
HOMAS’ ALMANAC, intended particu to be called the MAINE DAILY JOURNAL.
has distinguished the friends of our Union in
The Daily Journal will be delivered to sub
Washington, December 6, 1831.
who is the-end of the law for righteousnsss, to
larly for Maine.
all great emergencies, it is believed that this
scribers every morning at the low price of one
every one that believes. Feeling it a duty to re Robinson’s Maine Farmer’s Almanac ;
object may be effected without injury to any
dollar for the session, and will contain the
The concluding part of the address of the nounce lhe world, and confess Christ before Fessenden’s New-England do. do.;
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five others, united with the congregational church
D. REMICH’S Bookstore.
prevailed towards unfortunate debtors to the It is a powerful and unanswerable argu- in
Daily papers have heretofore been estab
Lyman,—and solemnly covenanted to receive
Kennebunk, Dec. 9, 1831.
Government, and I deem it my duty again to ment in defence of the American Syst<:e¡n—a the Father, Son and Holy Ghost, as her God for
lished only in large commercial towns. They
invite your attention to this subject.
plait,, matter.of.fact p
devoid of
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death, an interesting member, a sister much be
they can be delivered every morning or even
their last session passed an act for the relief try and circumlocution. A contemporary loved, admiring the doctrine of God her Saviour.
rg^HE subscribers wish to purchase one ing without expense of postage. There is no
of certain insolvent debtors of the U. States : thus speaks of it:
The writer of this had the privilege of several
thousand bushels, good sound country instance, we believe, in this or any other
but the provisions of that law have not been
‘“ For wui
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ieei <*s
ourselves,
as muugu
though w
no uocdoc- interviews, during her last days and hours—Yes, corn.
country, where a daily paper is published in
PALMER & MILLER.
deemed such as were adequate to that relief ument that has ever been spread before the he was with her almost to the entrance of the
a town having no larger population than Au
Dec. 10, 1831.
dark valley—and the angel of God’s presence
to this unfortunate class of our fellow citizens American
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people, has possessed higher claims
gusta ; but anxious as we are to meet the just
which may be safely extended to them. The to their careful and candid examination, than forsook her not, heart and flesh failed, but his
expectations of the citizens of the State and
rod and his staff’comforted. Her calm resigna
points in which the law appears to be defec the one now submitted for their consideration. tion, her patience, her humble confidence in the
on execution, all the the members of the Legislature, we have
tive will be particularly communicated by The declaration oflndependence itself, though promises ; evidenced to all around, that her hope York’ ss ’ ^FAKEN
A right in equity which James uconcluded... to make the attempt
,.
* TI in„ the hope
the Secretary of the Treasury, and I take a paper of such vital interest to the commu was indeed an anchor to her soul. On the 26th Fairfield, of Kennebunk, in said county,: G?zat the citizens of Giirdiner, Hallowell and
pleasure in recommending such an extension nity, and our glorious Constitution under the funeral solemnities were attended. A dis has to redeem or purchase the following de- i WatervlHe» ,r° whom we shall offer the paper
of its provisions as will unfetter the enterprise which we have advanced so rapidly in the course delivered from 1st Cor. 15,55,—“ O death, scribed real estate, situate in said Kennebunk, every mor"’ng, wfll unite m giving us that
of a valuable portion of our citizens, and re scale of nations, are not of more moving con &c.” by the pastor of the church of which she viz. the dwelling-house, land and other build- | support
S,,nnnrt which other daily papers find in 1large
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store to them the means of usefulness to them cern to the people of this union, than are the was a member, and by a numerous and weeping ings where said Fairfield now lives, and his commercial towns.
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selves and the community. While deliberating principles laid down in this Address; proving
It shall be our endeavor to report the pro
right to the land purchased of John Downing
’
upon this subject, I would also recommend to as it does in the most clear and explicit man committed to the grave there to repose, until the
and Samuel Downing. Said lot lies on the ceedings of the Legislature faithfully and
corruptible
shall
put
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incorruption,
and
the
your consideration the propriety of so mod ner, that a paternal power was intended to be mortal immortality.
impartially, never distorting or misrepresent
Alewive road so called.
ifying the laws for enforcing the payment of given and was given by the General Govern
‘; No mortal woes,
The same will be sold at Public Jiuction, ing the language of political opponents in de
debts due either to the public or to individuals ment, to watch over and foster the genius
Can reach the peaceful sleeper there
near the store of Daniel Wise,
Co. in Ken bate. Indeed we hope to acquire such a rep
But angels watch her calm repose.
suing in the courts of the U. States, as to re and skill of the citizens of the United
nebunk,
on
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day of utation for fairness and impartiality in this re
So Jesus’sleptGod’s dying Son
strict the imprisonment of the person to cases States. This production bears ample testi
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of fraudulent concealment of property. The mony to the patriotism and talents of the
whatever we may publish of legislative pro
the afternoon.
Rest there blest saint, ’till from his throne
personal liberty of the citizen seems too sa committee who prepared it. It is an Amer
The morning break and pierce the shade.”
The same having been attached on a writ ceedings.
cred to be held, as in many cases it now is, ican manufacture of which we think we
The weekly Journal will be continued as
Her presence at the sacramental board, we in favor of Simon Nowell.
at the will of a creditor to whom he is willing have a right to feel eminently proud. The shall share no longer—But with her, we hope to
heretofore at $2 a year, and will also contain
JAMES LARRABEE, D. Sheriff.
to surrender all the means he has of dischar solid and substantial facts and arguments it eat of the bread and drink of the wine anew in
an account of proceedings of the Legislature,
Nov. 26, 1831.
ging his debt.
contains, when contrasted with the flimsy the kingdom of God. Her voice so constantly
together with the latest foreign and domestic
singing
in
the
praises
of
the
sanctuary
;
we
shall
news.
The reports from the Secretaries of the structure of the Address of the late “ Free
hear
no
more
on
earth
—
it
now
mingles
with
that
War and Navy departments, and from the Trade” Convention, will shine in bold relief,
^^Subscriptions received at this Office.
of angels and glorified spirits—saying, “ worthy
Postmaster General, which accompany this and cannot fail to carry conviction to every is the Lamb.” But being dead, she still speakmessage, present satisfactory views of the op unprejudiced mind, that without the exercise eth—still feels for us who are left—still beseechANTED by the subscribers
erations of the Departments respectively under of the protective power of the General Gov es'us to be followers of her even as she was a
HE subscriber hereby gives notice that
GOOD Ship Timber and
£heir charge; and suggest improvements ernment, our institutions would fail in our follower of Christ.
he has contracted with the town of
Plank, suitable for a vessel of 280
which are worthy ofj and to which I invite most essential requisites, and leave us at the
[The Christian Mirror is requested to give this an
Kennebunk, for the support of the Poor, for
Tons.
the serious attention of Congress. Certain mercy of foreign nations, who would do us insertion.]
[Com.
TITCOMB &. SMITH.
the present year, and that suitable accommo
defects and omissions having been discover- more injury, by our unlimited admission of
Kennebunk-landing, December 2, 1831.
dations are provided for them at the Poor
edin the operations of the laws respecting their manufactures, than they can ever ac
House, where they will be properly taken
SHIP NEWS
Patents,—they are pointed out in the accom complish by the sword.”
care of.—He therefore forbids all persons har
panying report from the Secretary of State.
boring or trusting any of them in any way
KENNEBUNK, DECEMBER 10.
Louisiana Senator.—Mr. George Wag
I have heretofore recommended amend
or manner on his account or on account of the
ments of the Federal Constitution giving the gaman was elected to the United States Sen
EET of White Oak 3 inch plank, from 25 town, as no debts of their contracting will be
ARRIVED.
election of President and Vice President to ate, by the Legislature of Louisiana, on the
to 40 feet in length, wanted by
paid.
JAMES WARREN.
Dec.
7
—
Schrs.
Abigail,
Haskell,
for
Glouces

the people, and limiting the service of the for
GEORGE W. BOURNE,
Kennebunk, Sept. 23,1831.
tf
15th ujt., to fill the vacancy occasioned by the ter ; Louisa, Low, do.; Friendship, Low, do.
mer to a single term. So important do I con
HENRY KINGSBURY.
resignation
ofMr.
Livingston.
Mr.
W.
was
sider these changes in our fundamental law,
«rOURNAL OF HEALTH?
Kennebunk-landing, Nov. 30, 1831.
CLEARED.
that I cannot, in accordance with my sense of the national republican candidate and was Dec.7—Brig Stag, F. A. Burnham,for BostonConducted by an association of Physicians,
duty, omit to press them upon the considera elected, on the 3d balloting by a majority of
S published twice a month, at Philadelphia,
SPOKEN.
tion of a new Congress. For my views more
2 votes.
HE subscriber will continue to purchase
16 pages 8vo. at 1,25 per annum in ad
at large, as well in relation to these points as
Dec. 1, Cape Ann bearing W. 25 miles, sch.
HAY as usual—but wishes for none vance.—The Journal of Law, is published
well as the disqualification of members of
Norway,
16
days
from
Boston
for
Saco
—
had
The Maine State Lyceum departed this life
but the first quality. WILLIAM LORD.at the office of the Journal of Health, in num.
Congress to receive an office from a President last week. A, gentleman from Virginia de been blown off five times.
Kennebunk, Sept. 30, 1831.
bers of 16 pages, 8vo. on the 1st and 3d Wed- in whose election they had an official agen livered an excellent Address on Arithmetic,
nesdays of every month. Price $1,50 per an
Loss of the Union.—The brig Union, Johnson,
cy, which I proposed as a substitute, I refer to an audience consisting of about a dozen
of this port, sailed from Turk’s Island, Oct. 30,
num in advance.
you to my former messages.
FLAX-SEED WANTED.
persons. The expenses were four dollars— for New-Orleans, cargo salt—and on the 4th day
S. COLMAN, Portland, is Agent for the abovft
Our system of public accounts is extremely the receipts four and six pence !
HE subscribers wish to purchase Three valuable
out she sprung aleak and sunk, 25 miles S. of
works for this State.
complicated, and, it is believed, may be much
Hundred Bushels clean FLAG
Cape de Cruz. The crew took to the boats, and
On Monday last, the 8th trial was had in reached St. Jago in 5 days. The captain came
improved. Much of the present machinery,
SEED, and will pay a fair price.
A good assortment of Justice
and a considerable portion of the expenditure the 4th District in Vermont to elect a mem passenger in the Niger, which arrived at Boston
PALMER & MILLER.
4th inst.
Blanks for Sale at this Office.
of public money may be dispensed with, ber to Congress
Oct. 29.
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TAKE NOTICE.

POETRY.
The following truly beautiful lines are from
the pen of that accomplished lady, the Hon Mrs.
Norton. They are full of deep and delicate feel
ing.
A CARELESS WORD.
A word is ringing on my brain,
It was not meant to give me pain ;
It had no tone to bid it stay
When other things had passed away ;
It had no meaning more than all,
Which in an idle hour may fall ;
It was when first the sound I heard, .
A lightly uttered, careless word.

LATE OMISSIONS

PROBATE NOTICE.

NOTICE TO RHEUMATIC

BOOK® & SIMOME.
Wholesale & lietail.

^TREATY with TURKEY CONFIRMED. At a Court ofProbate held at Alfred, within and
for the county-of York, on the first Monday
By the arrival of the Pavilion, Capt. Devaloj November, in the year of our Lord- eigh ... AVING taken the Bookstore formerly
court, which sailed on the 21st September from
kept by J. K. Remich, (who has re
teen hundred and thirty-one, by the Hon.
Smyrna, we have received the important intel
WILLIAM A. HAYESj Judge of said linquished the business to him,) offers for sale
ligence that the Treaty with Turkey has been
Court:
A LARGE ASSORTMENT OF
confirmed by the Grand Seignor,'and that the I SAI AH GOWEN, named executor in a
relations of the U. States with the Porte are I certain instrument purporting to be the Blank Books ; Paper Hangings; Stationary
will_and testament of William Go wen, jr.
placed on the footing of the most favored nation. ! last
______
AND FANCY ARTICLES.,
The following is an extract of a letter from a ! late of Sanford, in said county, yeoman, de---- AMONG WHICH ARE—•
commercial hou’se of the highest respectability .-leased, having presented the' same for pro-

School Miscellaneous

INVALIDS!
ERSONS suffering under Rheumatic Af

fections are respectfully assured that
Pthey
can obtain of the proprietor and his

agents a safe and admirable remedy for
RHEUMATISM, however obstinate the
disorder may be, and in all its different
stages.

trrDR. JEBB’S
Rheumatic Liniment!

Pierpont’s Reading Books ;
Scientific Class Book ;
will afford immediate relief to the patient,
Pronouncing and common English Readers ; and has sometimes been attended with such
That word 1—oh it doth haunt me now,
Agricultural Reader ;
extraordinary success as to cure the most
In scenes of joy, in scenes of wo ;
Sequel to Easy Lessons and Easy Lessons ;
By night, by day, in sun or shade,
Sequel to Analytical Reader and Analytical distressing Rheumatism in twenty-four
hours, even when of years standing.
' Reproachfully, ¿and gave the sound,
Reader ;
Eternal'power, through life to wound ;
This highly valuable Liniment is recom
Histories ofthe U. States by several authors ;
There is no voice 1 ever heard,
Whelpley’s Compend of History, with ques mended with a confidence founded on the
So deeply fixed as that one word.
tions ;
experience of many years, not only as a
Tytier’s History, with questions ;
cure for that excrutiating disease, but as an
It was the first, the only one,
Blake’s Philosophy ;
Of those, which lips forever gone,
excellent application for Stiffness of the
Conversations on Chemistry ;
Breathed in their love—which had for me
joints, Numbness, Sprains, Chilblains,
Grammars of Chemistry and Philosophy ;
Rebuke of harshness at my glee ;
Among a mass of testimony in favor of
And if those lips were here to say,
Conversations on common things ;
‘ Beloved let it pass away,’
Murray’s large and small ; Putnam’s Murray ; the success of the Liniment as a thorough
Ah 1 then perchance,—But I have heard,
Alger’s Murray ; Greenleaf’s, and Inger remedy for Rheumatism, the proprietor
That last dear tone—the careless word !
soll’s large and small Grammars ;
selects the following as presenting genuine
Walch’s, Welch’s, Adams’, Pike’s, Smith’s, instances of its efficacy.
Oh ! ye who meeting, sigh to part,
Emerson’s, American and Stamford’s
Whose words aré treasures to some heart,
and Surprising Cases.
Arithmetics ;
Deal gently, ere the dark days come,
A gentleman, Mr. R. of Charlestown, (who
Colburn’s first lessons and Sequel ;
When earth is but for one a home ;
can be referred to) had been confined to his
Emerson’s Arithmetic ;
Lest musing o’er the past like me,
They feel their hearts wrung bitterly ;
Robinson’s Elements of Arithmetic ;
bed most of the time for a week, suffering
And heeding not what else they heard,
Child’s do.;
most excrutiating pain from Rheumatism ;
Dwell weeping on a careless word.
Colburn’s Algebra—Walker’s and Holbrook’s after having had recourse to the round of
Geometry;
antidotes usually resorted to in this com
Walker’s and Johnson’s Dictionaries ;
VARIETY.
Emerson’s (large and introduction,) Cum- plaint, but without benefit ; and while in
Duties. If the duties on the following ar
mings’, Marshall’s, Kelly’s, Webster’s & S this state of suffering, and no prospect of
ticles were entirely taken off, our people
relief, Mr. Caleb Sy mines, who was his
Picket’s Spelling Books ;
would save much—and no domestic interest
neighbor, and »ho (owing to-the extraordin
Book for the Children of Maine ;
would be injured. Pepper, which pays8cts.
ary benefit he had himself experienced from
A
great
variety
of
C
hildren’s Books ;
a pound—Allspice 6—Cloves 25-r-Nutmegs
Ware on the formation of the Christian char its use,; recommended the article with such
60—Currants 3—Figs 3—Prunes 4—Raisins
acter ;
confidence as induced Mr. R. to make use
3 and 4. As to articles produced or made in
Daily Piety ; Comforts of Piety ;
of it, which he did, with the usual success
this country, they are probably furnished
Little Manuel ; Daily Food ;
attending its administration, viz ; immediate
cheaper by domesiic competition encouraged
Aids to Devotion ; Christian Lyre ;
by the duties, than they would be if entirely
mitigation of pain, relief, and. cure !
Malcom
’
s
Bible
Dictionary
;
imported. We should be at the mercy of cir
Mr. T. of this city, was attacked with a
Frugal
Housewife,
7th
edition
;
AN EXTRAORDINARY CASE.
cumstances and foreign manufacturers if we
in all the variety used in the Colleges) Church Member’s Guide ;
very
violent Rheumatism in his back, which
Crim. Con.—The annals of this species of,
depended^ altogether on foreign supplies.
Academies and Schools, in New-England- Dabney’S Hymns; large & miniature editions; an application of this Liniment (on going to
Many persons remember what the prices. crime do not present a case more singular' Writing, Wrapping, Letter, Drawing, Billet,
bed) instantly relieved, and cured by morn
were when such was the case. Beside, the I than is presentedin the case noticed below. Colored, Ivory, Gold and Fancy Papers ; Worcester’s Watts, do. do. do.;
Winchell’s Watts, a great variety of sizes and ing—observes he never used any thing
increase ofemployment augments the general The offence—the admission—the circum Ink & Ink Powder; Quills ; Slates & Pencils ;
bindings ;
which eave him so much and so great relief,
ability ; and if we import fewer of some arti stances attending it—the agreement of the of Wafers ; Sealing Wax ; Globes ; Maps;
an»’ Psalms
rsaim» hbu
and jiaj
Hymns
mu» 5
“■
fender to leave the county—his murder by the Water Colors ; Paint Brushes ; Indelible Ink ; Village Hymns ; Watts
An old Revolutionary Officer near Bos
cles we import more of others.
Duodecimo
and
Pocket
!
Quarto, Octavo, D.—
party injured—and the decision of the jury,
Boston Centinel.
ton, was sorely afflicted lor years with
India Rubber ; Sand Boxes and Sand;
Bibles ;
are altogether extraordinary and surprising.
Rheumatic complaints, especially in his
Pounce Boxes and Pounce ;
Cologne and Lavander ; Teeth Brushes ;
[From the Frankfort (Ky.) Commentator.]
It is estimated by one of the most experi
Steel and Silver Pens; Ever-Pointed Pencils ; Desk Stamps ; Pocket and dress combs ;
joints and limbs, which were frequently
enced men in this country, that half a million
Drawing and Common Lead Pencils ;
Case of Dr. Pierce.
much swollen,—could obtain only tempora
Fine teeth Ivory do. ;
of mechanics and manufacturers produce va The recent death of Ebenezer N. Robertson, | and indeed every article usually kept in Book Black, White and Brown Bonnet papers ;
relief from medical advice, or the use of
rious articles, as cottons, cloths, iron manu Esq. a former member ofthe Assembly from ; stores, all of which will be sold by wholesale Every article of Stationary usually enquired ry
v rjo|JS
and had dispaired of help;
factures, chemical products, hats, shoes, &c. Russell county, at the hand of Dr. Pierce, the i or retail on the most liberal terms.
for, such as Quills; Ink ; Ink-powder ; Ink- when a friend who
’ had witnessed■ the
■ won
ofthe value of200 millions of dollars a year. ’ last and present member, has been mentioned
Merchants and other persons in Maine, stands ; Writing and Letter paper, &c. &e.
A million and a half of workmen then, the I in the papers ; with some allusion to the 1 who are in the habit of purchasing Books in
derful effects of this Liniment, advised him
major part aided by machinery, can produce ; enormities which produced a catastrophe so ! Boston, either for their own families, for Col FARTRIDGES’ and BEL L’S sufjerjor to make use of it, which l>e did, with the
PASTE BLACKING.
t
,
articles worth 600 millions per annum.— j appalling. The chief incident in this tragedy, leges, Lyceums, Schools, or to sell again, are The
Token, and the Atlantic Souvenir, for i most ha p py effect it reduced the swelling
When we add to this important source of I was awfully sudden and striking : The coutt- j respectfully invited to call at the above Store
I
in
one
night.
riches and internal accommodations, the cap- ■ ty court was sitting in the village where the before they buy, or if they wish at any time I! 1832, bound elegantly, with superb engra( This article is considered so superior
ital vested, and the beneficial results to the ■ parties resided.—Some business called Pierce to
Books or even a single
U order 1-1
’ J Book, theirj^h I Lady’s Book, a splendid work.
to every thing else, and to possess such un
nation at large, in point of independence, into court. The first object which fixed his orders addressed as above, will be duly exe
strength and security, we may form some idea eye, was Robertson—who by agreement had cuted, on as good terms as though the pur THOM .AS’, ROBINSON’S, PORTER’S common virtues, that it is orderedfrom dis
ofthe worth of our home market.
HEALTH MINIATURE ALMANACKS tant parts of the country.)
left the county, never to return—now there,, chaser were present.
Pennsylvania Inquirer.
An »gent recently writes : “ Please send
for 1832, &c. &c. &c.
writing at the Clerk’s table.
Pierce gazed
Boston, Sept. 1831.
iseop3i
upon him for a moment, in mute astonish
[f'r’ALL the above articles will be sold me a further supply of Jebb’s Liniment the
Recipe for a cough.—Take of Liquorice, an- ment • then suddenly turned, and retiring by
Commissioners’ Notice.
first opportunity.— I shall probably sell a
at fair prices in quantities or at retail.
timonial wine, and paregoric, each one ounde the door, re-appeared presently at the window,
E having been appointed by the Judge I
Those wishing to purchase are invited to considerable quantity, as it is recommended
—dissolve the liquorice in a pint of warm beneath which Robertson sat, in the presence
of Probate for the county of York to
by some of our physicians very highly.”
call and examine his stock.
water and boil it down to half a pint; when ofthe court. Reaching in, with a pistol, near ;
receive and examine the claims of the credit

Another agent writes : “ I wish you to
Kennebunk,
Nov. 8.
cold add the wine and paregoric—take one to the head of his victim, Pierce fired, and
ors of
forward
me some more of Jebb’s Liniment,
tabic spoonful three or four times a day.
JOHN
SWETT,
lodged the contents in his brain—a fatal shot! I
- VaSSASEB
If the patient has pain in the bones, relief What could have moved a gentleman, till then '
which has recommended itself very highly.”
late of Hollis, in said county, Esquire, deceas
will be found by taking a pint bowl of white ever mild, patient and conciliatory in his de-'
Price 50 cents a bottle.
ed, whose estate is represented insolvent, give WOOD & TIMBER LAND
balsam tea, on going to bed.
portment, to a deed of such singular daring ? ; notice that six months commencing the twen
—Robertson had violated the marriage bed of ty-eighth day of November instant, have been
The Painful and Debilitating Com
A LOT OF LAND in Berwicb>
Sage for disorders ofthe-throat and stomach.
Pierce, his friend—struck at his honor—ruin- i allowed to said creditors to bring in and prove
plaint of
on the road leading
Sir John Sinclair, author of the “ Code of ed his family—planted daggers in Ins bosom 1 their claims, and that we will attend the ser ÌTf
Sanford, Cm the south-west side of
_____________________
Health,” strongly recommends the Use of —And with humility be it spoken, there was vice assigned
us at the dwelling house of the
Bonnabeag Pond, to S. Berwick,
Sage Tea, made from common garden sage, no law in the land for the adequate punish- ¿ecease(f jn Said Hollis, on the last Monday containing about 72 Acres in the southerly
as a remedy for disorders of the Throat which ment of such an outrage I The fact was no- | of t}fis month, and on the last Mondays ofthe ' half of the Goodwin Lot, sa called, situate receives immediate relief, and in numerous
ntt Flan
•» from
/»
_ _o9’clock
—
instances has been thoroughly cured,
not denied even Iby
the nFTnKiilm*
offender five following’months,
one .to_ Z?
five
arise from a bad state of the stomach. He I'QpiQllg • j-''*about one mile from the Saw and Grist Mills
’ in the way^ called -n
afternoon on each of said days.
bv the administration of
tried the experiment on himself, using a bath himself. ‘ Satisfaction,
L
near the late Wm. Johnson’s—Also. One day
„,
Daied at Buxton, this the twentieth )
DUMFRIES’ REMEDY FOR THE
of vinegar and water for his throat when it ‘ honorable,’ had been demanded; but not
in said Saw Mill—and is abolitone and a half
was sore from a cold—and the sage, with rendered.
day of November, in the year of our >
miles North-west from the Pond Mill, adjoin
gi;eat success, when the other remedy failed.
The wrong was irreparable—no adequate
Lord 1831.
J
ing the river, where logs can be floated to said
He drank a pint of the tea, in a day, in doses amends could be made. The destroyer of
PEL ATI AH HARMON,
Mill.—This Lot has a heavy growth of Pine,
HIS approved compound also miti
WILLIAM HOBSON.
of a wine glass full at a time.
his neighbor’s peace—whose unprincipled in
Hemlock, White Oak and other hard wood
gates and removes the symptoms
discretion has cast a deep shade over virtues
on it, and its soil is good for cultivation and which frequently accompany that disorder,
Commissioners
’
Notice.
which
otherwise
might
have
brightly
shone
—
pleasantly
sifuated
for
a
farm.
For
further
Punctuation.—When Lord Timothy Dex
and increase the danger of the patient, viz.;
HE subscribers having been appointed particulars enquire of
ter of Newburyport, wrote his famous book, as some concession, he had agreed to go forth
pains in the Loins—Headache-loss of,
by the Honourable William A. Hayes,
THOMAS J. CUTTS, of Berwick,
entitled, “ A Pickle for the Knowing Ones,” . from that part ofthe country, to return no
Judge ofthe Court of Probate for the County
Appetite—Indigestion, and other marks of
or of the subscriber at Saco.
there happened to be many heresies, seisms, more. Yet he did return—he was there—the
Dr. Pierce of York, Commissioners to receive and ex
Conditions of Sale.—One third Cash, the debility.
and false doctrines abroad in the land, regard consequences kt’ve been' seen.
ing punctuation ; and as many diverse sys was required by the judgment of two magis amine the claims of the several creditors to remainder in 1 or 2 years with interest.
A relieved Patient writes from a distance,
__ _estate of JOSEPH LORD, late of
WM. FROST.
tems appeared from the location of commas, trates, to give bail for his appearance at the the
“ It is but justice to you to inform you, that
T _1.__ ____
ZJ
zirxiintiT TTnai vin vi rlnnnnenrl
next
circuit
court
in
that
county,
to
answer
:
Lebanon,
in
said
county,
yeoman,
deceased,
semicolons, periods, dashes, &c. as there
Saco, Nov. 18,1831.
I have used your Dtumfries, Remedy for
were works published. To obviate this dif what might then be presented against him in ; represented insolvent, do hereby give notice
the Piles for sometime past, and have found
. DISSOLUTION OF
ficulty and give every one an opportunity of relation to this matter. That court was in that six months from the third day of October
it eminently successful.”
suiting himself, his lordship left out all marks session last week, and Pierce was in attend- instant, are allowed to said creditors to bring
An Officer in the army observes—“I
of punctuation from the body of his work, ' ance. One indictment against him for mur- in their claims, and prove their debts, and
HE Copartnership heretofore existing
have
been troubled for years with the Piles,
and at the ending ofthe book has printed four, der, another for manslaughter, were laid be-; that we shall attend that service at the d wel
under the firm of
or five pages of nothing but stops and pauses, fare the grand jury. Having made such in- 1 ling house of John H. Lord, in said Lebanon,
and have never found any remedy that
®ATOEE. WIS®
with winch he said the reader could pepper vestigation as they under their oaths, deemed on the third Tuesday of November next and
would compare with yours. It gave me al
proper, they returned both indictments into of the four following months, from one to is by mutual consent this day dissolved. The
his dish as he chose.
court with their finding endorsed upon each five o’clock in the afternoon on each of said business relating to said firm will be settled most immediate relief.”
A Physician and Druggist writes, I
DANIEL WOOD,
—‘not a true bill,’ ‘not a true bill,’ and what days.
by Daniel Wise.
A clergymen in preaching, once told his
have
sold all the medicine you sent me,
ELIHU HAYES.
ever opinion, made up upon views merely
All persons having accounts open at the
congregation, that he himself should bear wit
Dated at Lebanon, the 25th ?
technical, might be, upon the sheer justice of
store are requested to call and settle them which is so highly recommended for the
ness against them at the tribunal ofheaven.—
day of October, A. D. 1831. $
Piles. I wish you to send me one dozen
without delay.
DANIEL WISE,
“Aye;” says an honest tar, “just like the the case, and upon diligent enquiry of the
JOHN FROST.
more by the bearer.”
Old Bailey fur all the world ; tire greatest grand inquest oflris county, the accused stands
justified—acquitted. He appeared in the as
Kennebunk, October 27, 1831.
The remedy is quite innocent, and may
rogue turns King’s evidence.”
sembly yesterday, and was qualified as the
HE subscriber offers for sale his entire
be administered to all ages and both sexes.
representative of his country ; and notwith
Stock of Dry Goods, Crockery and Glass
Bibles.—In the reign of Edward I. the standing all that has happened, may yet be
Plain and ample Directions with a descrip
a Vessel of400 tons, & one tion of the complaint accompany
price of a fairly-written Bible was 27£. The as he has heretofore been, a faithful repre Ware, AT COST, for a short time. Those
I?
of
300
—
wanted
immediately
wishing
to
purchase
will
do
well
to
call
and
hire of a laborer was but three-halfpence a
package, which consists of two boxes, one
by GEORGE W. BOURNE,
examine for themselves.
day. The purchase of such a copy would, sentative and a useful member.
containing an Ointment and the other an
HENRY
KINGSBURY.
DANIEL
WISE.
of course, have taken such a person’s earnings
Pjlectuary.— Price $1 lor both articles of
HORRID
EFFECTS OF FANATICISM.—The
Nov. 25,1831.
of 15 years and three months of constant la
Kennebunk-landing, Oct. 28, 1831.
50 cents where but one is wanted.
last Newport (N. H.) Spectator says :—“ A
bor.
young lady was on Thursday last, brought to
#*#None genuine unless signed on the
FLOUR.
A flirting girl is indeed bad enough, but a one of our physicians for advice, who afforded
PIE
HE subscriber
subscribe] offers for sale a quantity outside printed wrapper by theso/e Propri
flirting married woman should be an object a melancholy instance of the fanaticism of n n HO HE two story dwelling-house
of superfine
etor, T. Kidder, immediate successor to
four days’ meetings. She has been from her
and buildings connected with
of contempt wherever she appears.
the late Dr. W. T. Conway. For sale
parents for some time past, who reside in
it and about one acre of land, situa
WM. LORD.
with all the other' u Conway Medicines,
Croyden,
to
some
part
of
Massachusetts,
ted
in
Alfred,
nearly
opposite
the
Court
Throwing Stones. In Manchester, Eng.
Oct. 22.
at his counting Room, No. 99, next door to
lately, a boy of 13, was killed by a boy of 11 where she had attended these meetings, and House, and now occupied by John Parsons,
J. Kidder’s Drug Store, corner of Court
and..denun-i Esq.
; terrible
■’ mysteries
years of age. The latter threw a stone which flistened’ to the
..
The terms of payment will be liberal.—Eor
and Hanoverstreets, near Concert Hall, Bos
struck the other on the back of the head and ciations which characterise them, until reason
lost her empire and left her the saddest and particulars apply to the subscriber.
ton : — &also, by hisspecial appointment,by
terminated life on the spot.
most deplorable spectacle on earth, a mind
N. D. APPLETON.
JOHN LILLIE, Kennebunk.
CAPS.
completely prostrated.”
Alfred, Nov. 7, 1831.
%*Large discount to those who buyto
What next.-—A mechanic in the north has
UST received a large assortment of CAPS
The Keene, N. H. Sentinel, in a paragraph
invented a machine for seminaries, which not
sell again.
NOTICE.
of every description.
only warms the room, but flogs all the boys, headed “ Religious Fanaticism,” states that
LL
persons
indebted
to
the
late
firm
of
on
the
Sabbath
succeeding
the
late
four
days
’
by steam, “ on a graduated scale,” according
DANIEL WISE
Co. are requested
meeting at Acworth, a respectable member of
to their offences.
THE subscriber will pay the following
to call, settle and pay immediately, if theyA LARGE ASSORTMENT OF HATS,
the Church began the Lord’s prayer, at a
prices for green Ox and Cow HIDES
DANIEL WISE.
all of which will be sold cheap for CASH
prayer meeting held at the Town House, and would save cost.
November 25, 1831.
FUR. or LAMB SKINS at the Shop oc All over 50 lbs. 6 and one quarter DolThe N. Y. Post states that a colored servant gradually raised his voice till he was heard
cupied by
EDWARD GOULD.
of B. Bailey, Esq. lately espied a huge bass distinctly 30 or 40 rods. In the afternoon, he
ears per 100 lbs. and all under 50 lbs. 6 and
Oct. 29.
in Harlaem river, where the water was shoal, seized his mother round the waist and his sister
one half dollars per 100 lbs.
RALPH CURTIS.
and fearing if he went home for hook and by the arm, at the steps, and with Herculean
«Æ. R. of Wilmington, Vermont,
JV. B. The subscriber requestsail persons
line, he might lose him, he jumped from the strength, bore them' up the aisle, overturning offers to teach a school in Wells, from De
wharf directly on his back ; the fish darted several females. He was secured arid has cember to April, without any compensation.
against whom he has any demands, to call, set
tle and pay, according to previous agreement,
nearly high and dry upon the mud ; the since become calm. He said he supposed he
A letter from the inhabitants of a school
FOR WHICH THE HIGHEST CASH PRICE
if they wish to save cost.
R.
R. CURTIS.
CURTIS.
man seized him by the gills and dragged Was going to Heaven and seized his mother district, con veyed by mail/will be regarded.
WILL BE GIVEN.
.»shore-his prize which Weighed/orf?/ pounds ! and sister as if to bear them with him.
October 29, 1831,
Goff’s Mill Tannery, Sept. 28, 1831.
October 24; 1831.
any way
. account ofthe
■ntracting will be;

“ Smyrna, sept. 20, 1831. i ORDERED—Thai the said executor give
“ Commodore Porter had an audience with Î notjce t0 ap persons interested, by causing a
the Grand Seignor on the 13th inst. (Sept.),
op this or¿er to be published three
The négociation has terminated favorably, weeks
- successively
• ’ in
• the Kennebunk
------1—“ Ga
but we don’t know yet the particular condì-. zette, printed at Kennebunk, that they may
tions ofthe Treaty. There is no doubt, how-1 appear at a Probate Court to be held at Al
ever, but we áre placed on the footing of the fred, in said county, on the first Monday of
most favored nation.”
*
¡ January next, at ten of the clock in the fore
One feature is remarkable in this intelli noon, and shew cause, if any they have, why
gence. The reception by the Sultan of a the said instrument should not be proved, ap
mere Charge des Affaires, in which subor di- ¡ proved, and allowed as the last will and tes
nate capacity Commodore Porter was sent, is tament of the said deceased.
perhaps unprecedented in the annals of the |
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
Turkish empire. It has been the custom to A true copy—Attest,
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
admit no diplomatic agent under the rank of
Ambassador to an audience of the Grand
Nov. 26.
Seignor himself. In the case ofthe United
BOSTON BOOMSTOlOk
States, this piece of etiquette appears to have
been entirely waived.
We understand that despatches for the Uni
ted States’ government have been received
134 Washington-Street, Boston.
by the same vessel, and sent by mail to Wash
(formerly
of the house of Shirley Sf Hyde," Portland.)
ington.
The importance of this treaty to the com HAVING purchased of Messrs. Hilliard,
mercial intercourse of the United States with
Gray & Co. their-extensive stock of
the East and the Levant is manifest to every
one acquainted with the natural wealth, rich BOOKS AND STATIONARY,
es, and awakening spirit of those countries.— and taken their late stand, offers to the former
A treaty of commerce with the Sublime customers of this Store, and the public gener
ally, a complete assortment of American and
i Porte not only opens the ports of the Black Foreign Books and Stationary. He has on
Sea, the Sea of Asoph, and other ports be
yond the Dardanelles, but it lays the founda hand a large and choice stock of English,
tion for a more active intercourse with all French, Spanish, German and Italian Books,
those marittime nations on the eastern and and will order regularly on the first and fif
southern shores of the Mediterranean which teenth of each month such foreign books as
may be wanted for his sales or his customers
acknowledge fealty to the Sultan.
N. Y. Courier.
may wish to procure.
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